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The world has entered a critical new phase in response to the HIV pandemic, featuring genuine
causes for optimism that the numbers of people newly infected with HIV can shrink and the
global pandemic might steadily decline in size and scope, especially as new tools for prevention
move from invention to implementation. But this ray of hope is challenged amid ebbing
financial commitments to the pandemic fight by all parties, insufficient political commitment
among most leaders of the countries that are most severely affected and systemic inequity in
skills and resources that can be routinely applied to understanding the dynamic changes in local
epidemics, enabling correct methods to be selected for effectively blocking the spread of HIV.
The number of people newly infected with HIV has dropped by nearly 20% in the past 10
years, yet every day 7000 people get infected with HIV.
This is not acceptable. Far greater reductions in the numbers of people infected with HIV globally
can and must be achieved. Despite recent successes in HIV prevention, the toll of individuals who
are newly infected worldwide still outnumbers by 2 to 1 the combined sum of those surviving
thanks to appropriate treatment minus those dying: the pandemic is still growing. Continued
expansion of the HIV pandemic is not an option: the numbers of lives lost, families disrupted and
finances strained are simply intolerable.
Substantial change must be realized. Political, religious, business and cultural leaders must
appreciate their critical roles in this effort and acknowledge that many effective tools and
strategies are already in hand to curb the pandemic. Moreover, promising new tools are in the
development pipeline, and they are needed. Reductions in HIV infection rates can only be
sustained in the long term, however, when the unique nature of the epidemic in each country
or region is fully understood, strategies for prevention are carefully tailored to the respective
conditions and effectiveness is assessed routinely and over years or even decades. One prevention
strategy does not fit all.
Although earnest and often costly efforts are underway all over the world, the UNAIDS
High Level Commission on HIV Prevention finds that they lack the rigorous assessment
that can determine whether they are working, should be scaled up, require revision or should
be abandoned. Moreover, health leaders are spending resources on too many poorly defined
interventions, often generated by outside donors, consultants or international groups, without
having a clear sense derived from data of who is becoming infected in their society and how
and why.

The UNAIDS High Level Commission on HIV Prevention calls for a prevention revolution
featuring four key elements:
rapidly scaling up successful prevention tactics, amid strong leadership commitment and
donor support;
developing and using methods for measuring and describing the dynamic nature of
every country’s epidemic, including routinely measuring incidence, providing leaders and
policy-makers with the capacity to know their epidemic and to direct scarce resources
appropriately;
enhancing the accountability of political and business leaders, as well as nongovernmental
groups and health professionals, based on data-driven assessment of their commitment to
funding HIV prevention and appropriate implementation; and
expanding the practical protection of human rights to overcome the inequities that drive
the spread of HIV, globally and locally, and to reduce the threat HIV poses to specific
population groups the world over.
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